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Abstract: A two-segment regrowth-free gain-coupled distributed feedback (DFB) laser
monolithically integrated different gain contrast segments was proposed, realizing both
wavelength-tunable (5 nm) and wavelength stabilization characteristics, controlled by a sin-
gle electrode only. At current larger than 320 mA, side mode suppression ratio reached
>30 dB with 3 dB linewidth <80 pm. The CW power reached up to 159 mW/facet at single-
mode operation. Considering both uncoated facets all together, it is at the same power level
as index-coupled DFB lasers. Periodic surface grooves and 4-μm-width ridge were pat-
terned merely by one-step i-line lithography. It provides a novel method for low-cost practical
gain-coupled DFB laser fabrication, which can be used in either/both wavelength-tunable
applications such as sensing and detection, or/and wavelength stabilization fields such as
pumping fiber lasers.

Index Terms: Semiconductor lasers, distributed-feedback, single-mode, tunable lasers.

1. Introduction
Distributed feedback (DFB) lasers have become essential single-mode light sources in spectroscopy
[1] and pumping sources [2]. On one hand, DFB lasers with tunable single longitudinal mode and
narrow linewidth not only fit various working wavelengths but also ensure efficiency of detection.
Thus, they have a wide application field: from tunable LIDAR [3] used in robots, 3D sensing and
intelligent driving to differential absorption LIDAR [4] (e.g., tracking specific gas with spectral absorp-
tion linewidth). Multi-sectional index-coupled DFB lasers with separated electrodes can effectively
enhance wavelength tuning range [5]–[10]. However, two or more Bragg modes in the same cavity
tend to compete against each other, resulting in a fast degradation of SMSR or mode-hopping.
Meanwhile complicated, precise and tedious control of injection current is required [11], caus-
ing them difficult to maintain a long-term stable operation. Separated top contacts (three-terminal
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Fig. 1. Device Schematic. (a) Scanning electron microscope image for the top of SG segment,
(b) SEM for the top of PPA segment, (c) Cross-section.

configuration) also require complex fabrication and package steps, and cause the instability from
the changes of separation between different segments with the variation of temperature.

On the other hand, wavelength stabilization is another key issue for DFB lasers, especially when
DFB lasers are used for pumping Er-doped fiber amplifiers (EDFAs) [12] or fiber optic gyroscope.
Heat accumulation or current changing in common DFB lasers [13], [14] could cause pumping
wavelength shift and greatly reduce pumping efficiency. Even though a number of structures have
been proposed to stabilize wavelength [15]–[17], external modulations are required including the
addition of absolute wavelength references, polarization-independent heterodyne detectors, control
electronics, interconnections and FP etalons, significantly increasing the complexity and the space.

In this paper, a monolithically integrated regrowth-free gain-coupled DFB laser with two segments
of equal length and same-period electrode as same P-contact is proposed. Our device realizes
enhanced wavelength-tuning range and wavelength stabilization simultaneously controlled by only
one electrode. To our best knowledge, it’s the first time that gain-coupled DFB lasers possess both
characteristics above. The control of current distribution implies a limited control of carrier density
distribution along the laser cavity. And with the change of carrier density, gain peak could change
[18]. Indeed, these mechanisms are believed to be responsible for assuring both continuous tuning
and frequency switching [19]–[21]. What’s more, gain-coupled DFB lasers with surface periodic
current injection requiring only i-line lithography, is much easier to be fabricated without expensive
and time-consuming fabrication steps such as nanoscale grating fabrication, second epitaxy or
high quality anti-reflection facet coating technology. The implementation of gain-coupled effect can
effectively remove mode degeneracy to realize single-longitudinal-mode operation without facet
coatings technology [22], [23], benefitting from facet immunity [24], high single-longitudinal-mode
yield [25], and less sensitive to external feedback [26]. The same P-contact reduces complex
sealing steps, easily maintaining stable operation. With a simple and robust technique, our device
benefits from an enhanced wavelength-tunable range (5 nm). For a large range of current region
from 380 mA to 520 mA, the spectrum maintains stable emission wavelength (drift < 0.04 nm) with
SMSR over 30 dB and linewidth below 80 pm. High single mode CW output power reached up to
159 mW/facet at 580 mA at each uncoated facet. If both facets are counted, this will be a same
power level as index-coupled DFB lasers [27], [28].

2. Structure and Fabrication
Device schematic is shown in Fig. 1. The 2 mm-cavity-length laser comprises two segments. One
segment with 1 mm cavity length contains surface grooves (namely Surface Groove (SG) segment)
and another segment with 1 mm cavity length contains purely periodic surface metal p-contact
(namely Purely Periodic Anode (PPA) segment) as shown in Fig. 2. Both segments work as 44th
order gain-coupled DFB lasers (6.2 μm period) with the only difference that, etched grooves (570 nm
depth) enhance the contrast of carrier density in the quantum well (QW) thus increasing the contrast
of gain [29], making the SG segment a better optical feedback than the PPA segment in the same
length. In order to reduce index coupled effect in SG segment introduced by periodic grooves which
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Fig. 2. Schematic of current injection operation.

TABLE 1

Epitaxial Structures for Two-Segment Gain-Coupled DFB Laser

Layer Composition Thickness(nm)

1 Cap p+ : GaAs 120

2 P-optical confinement p : AlGaAs 1700

3 QWs GaAs&InGaAs 18

4 N-optical confinement p : AlGaAs 3715

5 Substrate n+ : GaAs ∼350000

may cause scattering loss [30], [31], small index coupling coefficient κL is designed. The theoretical
calculation for κL [32]:

κL = L
�

(
�n
neff

)
(1)

where L = 1 mm represents the cavity length of SG segment. � = 6.2 μm is the period for the
l = 44th order grating. �n is refractive index change in the waveguide. neff is the effective index of
the gratings.

Large � (6.2 μm comparing with ∼250 nm for index-coupled DFB lasers [33], [34]) and small
�n (changing from 3.448/unetched area to 3.447/groove, simulation result given by commercial
software COMSOL Multiphysics) were chosen for our devices, leading to the calculated κL 0.0467
for the cavity length of 1 mm in SG segment. This caused a very weak index coupled effect that
can be neglected (κL was greater than 1 for index-coupled DFB lasers and 0.3 for high order index
Bragg gratings lasers, where lasing occurs in multiple lateral modes [35]), assuring the SG segment
gain-coupled. And the emission wavelength depends on the gain-coupled gratings with feedback
effect provided by a periodic change of gain both in PPA and SG segments.

The epitaxial wafer was grown by Metal Organic Chemical Vapor Deposition (MOCVD) based on
asymmetrical cladding structure consisting of GaAs/InGaAs quantum well designed for an emission
peak at 970 nm as shown in Table 1. Periodic grooves with a periodicity of 6.2 μm and 4 μm-width
ridge were patterned simultaneously by i-line lithography and then etched to 570 nm by Inductively
Coupled Plasma (ICP). Aluminum doping layer below the highly doped cap layer was exposed to
the air. Then partially oxidation was carried out to make the groove structure isolation with larger
resistance, leaving the top of the highly doped GaAs cap layer (unetched area) to be the only
available current injection region in SG segment. Then silica layer was deposited on the top of
chips by plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) to make electrical insulation. I-line
lithography was used again for periodic current window on both SG segment with 1-mm cavity
length (as shown in Fig. 1(a)) and PPA segment with 1-mm cavity length simultaneously (as shown
in Fig. 1(b)). Patterns were transferred to silica layer by ICP. And after metallization, surface periodic
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Fig. 3. CW power-voltage-current characteristics at 20 °C. The inset show dV/dI vs I characteristic.

Fig. 4. CW spectrum characteristics with various currents at 20 °C.

metal p-contacts were formed in both segments, making two segments coherently connecting each
other. Finally, the chips were cleaved to 2 mm cavity length without facets coating. Devices were
mounted p-side down on Cu C-mount heat sinks, sharing the same anode.

3. Results and Discussion
The PIV characteristics are shown in Fig. 3. Continuous-wave (CW) test was carried out based
on water-cooling unit at 20 °C. Fig. 2 shows schematically how the current was injected when the
fabricated device was in test. The device has a threshold current of 160 mA. From threshold current
to 320 mA, the device has a slope efficiency of 0.47 W/A, increasing the power to 86 mW at 340 mA.
A clear kinking in power has been observed at current from 320 mA to 380 mA. The power drops
from 87 mW to 76 mW while slope efficiency decrease to 0.35 W/A. Then the device shows a
linear increase with current again, and output power increases to 159 mW when injection current
reaches 580 mA. Considering both uncoated facets all together, it is at the same power level as
index-coupled DFB lasers [27], [28].

CW spectrum characteristics were measured by optical fiber coupled spectrum analyzer (YOKO-
GAWA AQ6370C). The spectra in normalized intensity at different current levels are clearly shown
in Fig. 4. Extracted information about lasing wavelength spectrum, SMSR are shown in Fig. 5.
Thanks to gain-coupled effect, single longitudinal mode was achieved even without facets coating.
We find that the lasing spectrum behaves exactly as the PIV characteristics. We divide the current
range into five sections to describe its spectrum characteristic. Section 1: from threshold current
to 300 mA, as the power increases, the device has a tuning effect: lasing wavelength increases
as the current and power increases, from 971.33 nm at 180 mA to 975.24 nm at 300 mA. Spec-
trum behaves single longitudinal mode but SMSR is low. Section 2: from 300 mA to 340 mA, the
power increases linearly, but spectrum increase a little from 975.24 nm (300 mA) to 975.88 nm
(320 ∼ 340 mA) and kept stable, with a much higher SMSR (>30 dB). Section 3: from 340 mA to
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Fig. 5. Lasing wavelengths (inset: SMSR information) with various currents at 20 °C.

Fig. 6. Device schematic of, (I) 1-mm-length PPA segment with 1-mm-length stripe-contact segment.
(II) 1-mm-length SG segment with 1-mm-length stripe-contact segment.

380 mA, the power drops from 86 mW (340 mA) to 76 mW (380 mA) and lasing spectrum blue
shifts from 975.88 nm (340 mA) to 973.84 nm (380 mA), SMSR is over 30 dB. Section 4: from
380 mA to 520 mA, as power increases linearly from 76 mW (380 mA) to 123 mW (520 mA), the
lasing spectrum maintains stable at 973.80 ± 0.04 nm. At a current region of 140 mA, the spectrum
doesn’t change larger than the equipment’s system resolution (0.02 nm) and behaves a high SMSR
(∼30 dB) and low linewidth (<80 pm). Section 5: current larger than 520 mA, power increases to
159 mW and SMSR ∼ 30 dB, the lasing spectrum begins to tune along with current again, from
973.77 nm (520 mA) to 976.40 nm (580 mA). Device still keeps single longitudinal mode.

This device has a tuning range for 5 nm at its total operation current, which is much larger than
the existing structure (∼1 nm) [36] tuned also by varying the injection current only. Meanwhile, from
380 mA to 520 mA, it has an ultra-stable spectrum at around 973.80 nm. This can be explained
below:

The device is designed with two gain-coupled DFB segments on purpose: the laser has two
segments electrically parallel connected, a SG segment and a PPA segment. The two segments
have same length of 1 mm and same period. In order to better understand the operating mechanism
of our device, experimentally, the single 1-mm-length PPA segment and SG segment both with
1-mm-length stripe-contact segment was fabricated as shown in Fig. 6, to disclose the different
characteristics such as PIV characteristics, resistance and spectrum. The PIV characteristics of
those two devices are presented in Fig. 7, indicating the larger threshold current of single PPA
segment (150 mA) than single SG segment (130 mA). And the resistance of single SG segment
(6.08 �) is about 1.2 times larger than the single PPA segment (5.02 �) at 300 mA, experimentally
as shown in the inset of Fig. 7. Noticing that in SG segment, due to etched grooves, part of the
high doping cap layer and a small part of the aluminum doping layer were removed, making the
SG segment larger electric resistance than the PPA segment. Since the different resistance of
two segments electrically parallel connected, the PPA segment could enjoy more injection current.
Moreover, the threshold current of the single PPA segment is lower, causing the PPA segment could
be operating first. There are periodic surface grooves in SG segment to enhance gain-coupling effect
without the introduction of index-coupling effect as mentioned above, the SG segment shows a larger
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Fig. 7. CW power-voltage-current characteristics of single PPA segment and SG segment at 20 °C. The
inset show the resistance vs current characteristic.

Fig. 8. The contrast of calculated one-dimensional carrier density distribution in quantum wells at
200 mA.

Fig. 9. CW spectrum characteristics at 200 mA at 20 °C, (a) the single PPA segment (b) the single
SG segment.

contrast of carrier density. The difference of carrier density from peak to valley in SG segment is
2.99 × 1018 cm−3, larger than 1.92 × 1018 cm−3 of the PPA segment, calculated by the commercial
software PICS3D under the current of 200 mA, as shown in Fig. 8, meaning that SG segment has
a larger gain contrast and making SMSR higher than the PPA segment. To experimentally clarify
the difference, the spectrum for single PPA segment and SG segment were measured at 200 mA
as shown in Fig. 9. The SMSR of SG segment (35 dB) is much larger than PPA segment (20 dB).
Hence, in this case, the working status of each segment can be easily discriminated from lasing
spectrum, and that’s the reason of Section 1 to 5 divided upon.

Consider Section 1: when current is injected, it is reasonable that the low-resistance PPA segment
with less impendence enjoys larger current and lase first as long as the quantum well region in the
SG segment becomes transparent, judging from the low SMSR of the spectrum mentioned above.
The lasing PPA segment is a diode in conductive state, yet the SG segment is still cut off, without
any gain but only intrinsic loss. This is making a weaker DFB effect, inducing a lower SMSR. This
can be solved by enlarging the length of PPA segment with more periods to offer stronger optical
feedback in actual uses (in this device PPA segment is only 1 mm in length with a limited number
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Fig. 10. Measured far-field patterns (FFPs) of slow axis in CW mode. The inset shows FFP of fast axis.

160 periods, longer length with more number of periods will offer better feedback to increase the
SMSR for practical applications). When current rises, PPA segment lases and causes carrier density
distribution changes, leading to gain peak changes and making the tuning effect.

Consider Section 2: when current further rises and voltage comes up, as the SMSR increase
to over 30 dB, the SG segment is taking a part of gain, even though not be able to overcome the
intrinsic loss to lase thus still cut off because the current of PPA segment is still below the threshold
current for the single PPA segment (150 mA), but is able to offer feedback to increase SMSR. This
tends to stabilize the wavelength and prevent the spectrum from further red shift, making a stable
region at around 300 mA to 340 mA.

Consider Section 3: This is a changing section. As the resistance ratio of SG segment versus PPA
segment is 1.2 and two segments are electrically parallel connected, when current continues to rise
to 340 mA, the current in the SG segment is about 154 mA, meaning the SG segment is becoming
conductive as the threshold current for the single SG is about 150 mA as shown in Fig. 7.The inset
of the Fig. 3 cloud also clarify this change by the small change of dV/dI vs current characteristic,
inducing a large current redistribution. Current in PPA segment reduced dramatically, making this
segment cooler again. When current in SG segment is still week, PPA segment still dominates
the lasing spectrum. The larger conductivity of the SG segment is, the less current injects in PPA
segment. Under a 20 °C water cooled circumstance, the temperature of PPA segment drops along.
That’s causing the tuning effect of a blue shift lasing spectrum.

Consider Section 4: Even though the SG segment is no longer shut off, it still have 1.2 times
higher resistance than the PPA segment, taking less current than the later thanks to etched high
doping/ (high conductive) cap layer. The control of the current distribution by the resistance ratio in
the two segments could cause the carrier density distribution, leading to the gain peak changes.
As the PPA segment could be gain saturation when current increase larger than about 200 mA as
shown in Fig. 7, leading to the SG segment would provide the feedback effect. Hence, in this case
with the resistance ration of 1.2, when the current increase to 380 mA, the current for PPA segment
is about 206 mA, meaning the wavelength modulation provided only by the SG segment to gain a
stable spectrum. Hence, the emission wavelength can be designed by the resistance ratio in the
two segments through the number or duty of grating period. Since SG segment has better optical
feedback due to larger gain difference calculated above, it’s becoming the master oscillator, and
PPA segment which takes most of the current injection, works as a slave power amplifier, leading
to the feedback effect being reduced a little to cause the decrease of SMSR as shown in the inset
of Fig. 5. The current in SG component grows so slowly to maintain a stable spectrum over a large
current region from 380 mA to 520 mA, with high SMSR (∼30 dB).

Consider Section 5: when current continues to rise, the PPA segment reaches gain saturation,
and SG segment has to overtake the continuously rising current, which is rising its temperature and
shows the tuning effect again.

Fig. 10 shows the measured far-field pattern in CW mode. The beam divergence of the slow axis
and fast axis at full width at half maximum (FWHM) is less than 7.2° and 36.97° respectively over
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the entire tuning range. The main lobe is nearly Gaussian distributed without degraded and there
are no evidence that any higher order transverse mode lasing up to the high output power at single
longitudinal mode operation. The value of the beam propagation factors M2 in slow axis is only
1.54, indicating a single transverse mode lasing. High beam quality with single transverse mode is
suitable for beam shaping and fiber coupling.

4. Conclusion
We have presented a low-cost practical regrowth-free two-segment gain-coupled distributed feed-
back (DFB) laser, possessing both wavelength-tunable and wavelength stabilization characteristics
simultaneously for the first time among reported gain-coupled DFB lasers, to our best knowledge.
The device monolithically integrated a low gain contrast segment with only periodic surface metal
p-contact, and a high gain contrast segment with etched grooves of the same period forming
gain-coupled DFB lasers. Thanks to gain-coupled DFB effect, single longitudinal mode with tuning
range beyond 5 nm simply by injection current is achieved, which is much larger than the existing
structures (∼1 nm). And stable wavelength at 973.80 ± 0.04 nm is obtained at a large current
range from 380 mA to 520 mA, which may be applied in pumping sources and arrays for solid-
state lasers and fiber lasers. The single electrode configuration can maintain a long-term stable
operation and avoid complex separate top contacts (three-terminal configuration) fabrication. At
current larger than 320 mA, SMSR reached over 30 dB with linewidth smaller than 80 pm. Our
uncoated device has a CW power reached 159 mW/facet at single mode operation. Consider-
ing both facets all together, it is at the same power level of index-coupled DFB lasers. Surface
grooves and 4-μm-width ridge were patterned simultaneously by merely i-line lithography. With
a simple and robust technique, it provides a novel method for low-cost, monolithically integrated
wavelength-tunable and wavelength stabilization DFB lasers, meeting requirement of either/both
wavelength tunable or/and wavelength stabilization characteristics. Future work will be concen-
trated on making devices at wavelengths like 1550 nm for widespread applications in optical
communication.
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